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Insight is a publication intended for our Officers; however,
any Member is welcome to read the articles. My last few
articles dealt with the Senior Program, which came directly
from the Officer’s Handbook. I also realize that not everyone reads the Handbook, so I decided to try selecting passages that you may find of interest as a reminder. Hopefully, you enjoy this type of format.
Over the years our Members sometimes refer to us as a club. We hear
that Chapters have Members. Actually, Chapters have participants,
GWRRA has Members. This is an important distinction to us as our
GWRRA Members are welcome to participate with any Chapter and many
do on a regular basis. That said, our focus today is how we differ from
clubs
HOW GWRRA DIFFERS FROM MOTORCYCLE “CLUBS”
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“GWRRA is not a motorcycle club.” We have all heard it, haven’t
we? But, just what does it mean?
Simply put, it means that our Association doesn’t function in the same
organizational and procedural format that “clubs” do. That is, we don’t
elect anyone to any position by running candidates against each other
and having the membership vote on them. We don’t choose our Officers with popularity contests. We don’t impose our wishes on others.
We select, not elect. Clubs usually are local in scope. Chapters are
national or international and tied to a single organization.
We don’t have long and heated debates, make motions, second motions, call for votes or go into long, detailed reports at our Chapter
gatherings. We don’t need uniforms, people giving us rules to obey, or
exorbitant fees or dues.
In other words, a GWRRA Chapter gathering is not presided over by a
“president” and conducted according to Robert’s Rules of Order or the
parliamentary procedure process. Many “clubs” use that format in their
meetings. We are less formal.
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We don’t say that we are better than clubs, we are just different. Some people like the
club format of operation. This is all well and good. Those folks should be encouraged to
attend and participate where they are most comfortable. We think when they “try it” (our
format), “they’ll like it.”
The GWRRA Chapter format is more flexible than a club format. A GWRRA Chapter is not
a “club,” either in its organizational structure or its operational format. It is PART of something bigger than itself.
Sometimes less-informed Chapter participants will try to lead the Chapter into the “club”
format of operation. It’s the responsibility of GWRRA Officers to work together to retain
the non-political, non-club environment in the Chapter. If this becomes a problem, other
members of the Team will be able to assist you or talk with your Appointing Officer.

A CLUB usually consists of:
1. Self-governing and regulated body of local individuals
2. Monthly dues
3. Political officers and events, campaigns,
voting, etc.
4. Popularity contests decide outcomes
5. Individual’s qualifications may not be important in holding office
6. Attempts to maintain control and build
“empires”
7. Many personality conflicts
8. “Bosses” and the potential for power
struggles
9. Majority rules — 49% disagreement
100% of the time
10. Funding and disbursement disagreements
11. Possibly unclear “directions and goals”
12. Not focused on education
13. Everything must be VOTED upon

A GWRRA CHAPTER usually consists of:
1. Officers selected and appointed based upon
qualifications and desire
2. Continuing Officer development and training
3. Regular classes/seminars and meetings to
establish new concepts
4. Officers are volunteers
5. Member wants and needs are the guiding
forces
6. Gatherings with purposes — dissemination
of valuable information, fun, education
7. Common purposes — no popularity contests
8. Decisions based upon Member response
and input from leadership, task forces and
the Members
9. Limited financial goals and maximum stability — all Officers have corporate liability insurance
10. Members participate as they choose
11. Members are WELCOMED by all Chapters
12. No additional dues or fees at the Chapter or
District level
13. Devoted Education Programs, including on–
and off-bike training and reward programs

Stay safe; be well. And, as always, remember that fun shall be the last word — so have
FUN!
Jere & Sherry Goodman
Directors of GWRRA

540-623-0447
director@gwrra.org
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Virgil Booker
Assistant Director of Motorist Awareness

MOTORIST AWARENESS AND AARP WORKING TOGETHER
Pete Keppler, Colorado District MAPC, is promoting Motorist Awareness by working with the
AARP Drivers Training Program. Pete has given many classroom presentations to AARP
contributing to motorcycle safety. AARP has used information from Pete’s presentations to
update the AARP driver’s handbook.
AARP recently asked Motorist Awareness to assist in training new driving instructors by giving
the “Sharing the Road” presentation to over 400 driving instructors on zoom. Pete and I gave
the presentation twice on September 21st. AARP recorded our presentation and shared it with
more than 3500 driving instructors so it can be used as a tool for teaching students to look for
motorcycles on our roadways. Our Motorist Awareness Program continues working to try and
make our roads a safer place for you and me.
Special thanks to Pete Keppler who has received the Gold Award, the Merit Award and the
MAPC of the Year. Congratulations, Pete! Motorist Awareness thanks Charles Mallet for writing the original “Sharing the Road” presentation years ago. Charlie and Nancy Mallet are
members of IL Chapter Q in southern Illinois and are lifetime members of GWRRA.
Please share the message to look twice for motorcycles so that we can SURVIVE the RIDE
together!
ATGATT, ride safe, look twice, have fun!

Virgil Booker

James & Freida Clayson
Director, Motorist Awareness Program

Gwrramapdirector@gmail.com
(334) 791-3288
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Susan and George Huttman
Director of Rider Education
During WING DING in Springfield this year, the GWRRA Rider Education
Program announced the Levels Program grace period was expiring
on June 30, 2022.
While the end date is nine months away, it is important Districts do not begin the new year
without an educational plan proposal. When District teams plan for on-bike courses for 2022,
they should schedule MFA classes and University offerings such as the Co-Rider seminar.
Currently less than 9% of all GWRRA Chapters have reported having a Chapter Skill Advisor (CSEA). While the position is not mandatory, having an Enhancement Advisor can be a
worthwhile benefit for Chapter participants interested in the Rider Education Program.
Chapter Directors: If you do have a Chapter Skill Advisor or plan to assign one, please contact GWRRA Rider Education Program Assistant John Kuehl at: winging2up@gmail.com.
John maintains a list of all Chapter Skill Enhancement Advisors and administrates CSEA
Groupworks communications. John is also planning a two-part online CSEA “Boot Camp” in
November to review the role and familiarize them with the RE database reports and the forms
used to support the Members they represent.
As District Rider Education develops a schedule for 2022, the Rider Education Team will be
available to provide support, assist with details and aid in the enlistment of Instructors whenever necessary.
By communicating and working together at the Chapter, District, and program levels we will be
able to reach more Members and help them get back on track or begin their educational journey.

Susan & George Huttman
828-368-2249
director-re@gwrra.org
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Lorrie M. Thomas
Director of the University

Who You Want to Call?
Every year around this time, I begin to collect misinformation (myths)
about the University and training. I would much rather be collecting fullsized Snickers bars. Since that’s not the case, let’s Myth Bust instead.
Way back in the dark ages, like 2017, the University made quite a few changes. The University Trainer program morphed into the University Instructor program. Seminars, for the most
part, were rewritten as Modules.
Collaborating with the Rider Education program, we decided that seven Seminars would remain unchanged except when it was time to update them. They were Co-Rider, Team Riding,
Road Captain, Riding Mountains-Hills-and Curves, High Side Scenarios, Trailering, and Motorcycle Crash Scene Response. It was further decided to place these Seminars under the
umbrella of the University.
When it came to updating these Seminars, we asked those who were most knowledgeable,
those who specialized in coaching our Members through on-bike training, had years of riding
experience, and were known and respected by the Members. Decisions were made to update several Seminars and while doing so, Riding Mountain, Hills and Curves was renamed
Mountain, Hills and Curves and was combined with High Side Scenarios. Now there were six.
There still seems to be confusion about these Seminars. As I have explained in past Insight
articles, these six can be taught by current University Instructors, University Trainers in REP
and current Rider Coaches. The Seminars are no longer considered the sole responsibility of
District Educators although it is the DEs who may know best if the Members have made requests for or need these topics to be presented. Letting the District University Coordinator
know will start that process.
If there is a need for further clarification, please contact me or Susan Huttman, Rider Education Program Director.

Continued on Page 6
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Spotlight
We are shining the light on the need for new Instructors and for those who have stepped up
to make Instructor Training and Certification Programs possible.
ITCP’s dates have been set up in Indiana, Tennessee, and Florida, and there are plans for
Wisconsin and Texas. Thank you to Harriet, Debbie, John A., John C., Ron, and Randy for all
your assistance. If there is a need for Instructors in your District, the Instructor Trainers are
available. Contact me for a copy of the process.

Need an idea for classes this month?
Recruitment, recruitment, recruitment, and recruitment! Let’s put the excuses aside because
folks ARE buying Gold Wings and other touring bikes and people do want to join others and
share the enjoyment of riding. After this past 18 months, I can say without hesitation that we
want and need to socialize. Shrugging our shoulders and complaining that there is no one to
recruit is the recipe for closed Chapters.
There are two ways to recruit, and both ways are covered in the GWRRA Module 301-02
Recruitment. One: Go to where potential Members are, like festivals, fairs, holiday bazaars,
shopping malls or digitally like Facebook, Group Works, motorcycle, or neighborhood blogs
and talk about GWRRA. The more foot traffic, the better chance of finding like-minded people. Ask local bike dealers if you can set up a table, display your bikes and talk about safety.
Two: Make sure you are having so much fun with your Chapter that the Members talk about it
at work when asked about their weekend, when they find another rider at the gas pumps or
wherever they shoot the breeze with others. That is how we recruit. We give them a deal they
cannot refuse, a wonderful time with great people.

…that there is a way to recognize your Instructors with a certificate and
vest pin. It is called “You Make the Difference.” Pins are available
through Home Office and the certificates can be found in Officer Resources at GWRRA.org.
…that we are looking for memorable “Tips and Tricks” you have used or seen in the classroom. Send them to me for sharing and for recognition of the best.

Lorrie M. Thomas

universitydir@gwrra.org
lorriemthomas@aol.com
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Steve and Diane Gottschalk
NW MEP Territory Assistants
The MEP article this month is courtesy of Steve and Diane Gottschalk,
our Northwest MEP Assistants. They have written about the Illinois Rally recently held in Rock
Falls, Illinois and how it was in honor of Mary Adams, Senior District Director of Illinois. We
want to thank them and all who had a role in making the rally a success.
Diane and I attended the Illinois District Rally held in August in Rock Falls IL. It was advertised
as a riding rally by the new District Director Bob Adams. Bob had set up pre-rally rides that
were spectacular and riders showed up early to take advantage of the many unique sights.
This rally was a tribute to Senior District Director Mary Adams who passed away in 2020 due
to COVID. Mary was a much-loved Director and the opening ceremony was filled with many
heartfelt remarks.
After lunch we played bean bag baseball; it brought everyone together for energetic fun. The
bike show judging took place with trophies awarded after dinner. We returned for the sunset
ride, which included our famous Bug Run. Once everyone returned from the ride we had a
candlelight ceremony with Bob reading some poems in memory to Mary and other GWRRA
family losses through the years, followed by the playing of Taps.
Friday offered a castle ride or a chocolate factory ride that many went on. We had a fantastic
light show that evening, followed by ice cream! Saturday we all lined up for the motorcycle
flag parade through town. Later the District Staff cooked and served BBQ dinner to the Members. Before closing ceremony winning tickets were drawn for people participating/attending
the rally, Couple of the Year baskets and door prize baskets provided by the Chapters. It was
a great first rally for Bob and he did an excellent job. Mary would have been proud.

Steve & Diane Gottschalk

Dan & Mary Costello
732-261-2883

mepad.gwrra@gmail.com
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John & Shawn Irons
Director’s Assistant
YOUR TEAM
Our Oklahoma District rally was held September 16–18 in Muskogee, OK. Considering all of the stuff that COVID caused us to forego a year ago during the height of the
pandemic, we were all glad to be back together again. The attendance was down from past
years but the actual participation of the rally was up. If you consider we had 141 people
(including vendors) attend the rally, we had over 85% of the Members take part in some type
of activity, including Rider Education on-bike class, co-rider’s seminar, crash scene seminar,
MEC retention seminar, a Bad Apple seminar, director’s forum, CPR class, and lots and lots of
circus activities throughout the weekend.
Our rally would not have been a success without all of the great Team members behind the
scene. Any activity run by your team has to include your District staff and Chapter Directors
with their team. You know that both Chapter and District Members are volunteers of one kind
or another. Their time is of great value that you should put to good use. Your support group
are all Team members who help plan all of the various activities within the District.
It is important that you build a team to have a successful Chapter or District. The Officer’s
Handbook outlines some great ways to help build a team (pg. 31).
CHOOSING YOUR TEAM
DIRECTORS AND PROGRAM OFFICERS BUILDING A TEAM
This is the fun part of leadership. It’s time to build a Team that will best fulfill the needs of the
Membership. You need to evaluate each participant now, looking for potential Team Members. This team will help the Chapter, District or Team GWRRA grow with your guidance,
counsel and direction. Watch and listen, some will come to you, don’t miss the clues.
Directors: This is your Team that you are putting together. Remember that you need friends,
those who don’t always agree with you (as long as they disagree with respect) and those who
will challenge you to be better. Refer to the Officer Roles located in Section E or on Oconnect
to understand each role. Then refer to the Appointment Process above so you follow the recommended process. Trust each Program Director to understand the requirements for each
position, they will have insight you may not have. Now, build the best team possible. You can
have as many on your team as you want, the more involved the better the participation. Don’t
rush; appointing the wrong person is worse than leaving the position open.

Continued on Page 9
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Program Officers: Remember that you will recommend the Assistant appointment, which you
will discuss with your Director. It is best if the two of you agree. As you consider each position
you will seek advice from the Chapter or District Director for each. It will be your final decision
on each position, but you and the Director should agree.
Remember: The Chapter or District Treasurer cannot be a family member of the Director or
Assistant Director. Outside of this, you are unrestricted in your choice, other than they must
be a Member of GWRRA. After a Chapter has been formed for a while, the new Chapter Director could inherit positions already filled. This can also be true for the District Director. In
that situation, evaluate the volunteer and their passion for the position they occupy. Talk with
them and see if they want to remain on the Team. Talk about your expectations and goals for
the Chapter or District. Confer with the Program Officer for advice and counsel. Make an informed decision based on merit; that is the sign of a good leader.
Lastly, remember like a baseball team, it takes all of the positions to make a complete
team. You have great Members in every Chapter and they can help in many ways to bring
about a win in your District for success.

John and Shawn Irons
Director’s Assistant

